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NATALIE
WILSON

Named Canadian Council Member 2017

Natalie Wilson: CMP (2010); CMM (2013) is Manager,
Corporate Events with RBC Global Asset Management’s
(RBC GAM) Marketing and Communications team. Natalie’s
international experience, strength for building strong
business relationships and her ability to align strategic
planning with business objectives has earned her
stakeholders’ trust across multiple business groups and
investment teams to help the firm navigate and
communicate change, build a global culture and make a
positive impact to its client programs and events. RBC GAM
is the asset management division of Royal Bank of Canada
(RBC) and includes BlueBay Asset Management and Phillips,
Hager & North Investment Management. RBC GAM is a
provider of global investment management services and
solutions to institutional, high-net-worth and individual
investors. RBC GAM manages more than $370 billion in
assets and has approximately 1,300 employees.
Natalie is currently serving as a member of the Canadian Council for the MPI Foundation and
Immediate Past President for the MPI British Columbia (BC) Chapter. Natalie has also served as
Chair of FICP’s former Canadian Regional Meeting in 2013. Natalie is an avid volunteer with
both the RBC GAM cycling and relay teams on the annual Ride to Conquer Cancer from
Vancouver to Seattle, and the Klondike Relay between Skagway, Alaska to Whitehorse, Yukon;
and she participates in a number of firm-wide fundraising programs for local charities.
Natalie began her career in 2002 at Oliver Wyman in London, England, planning international
meetings and programs for their Insurance practice. Since moving home to Vancouver and
joining RBC GAM in 2008, she has obtained a Certified Meeting Professional (CMP) with the
Convention Industry Council (CIC) and also holds a Certificate in Meeting Management (CMM)
from Meeting Professionals International (MPI). Natalie has been a finalist numerous times in
Canada’s Incentive Work’s Hall of Fame Awards, and she was awarded the Planner of the Year
award in 2012 from the MPI BC Chapter.
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On January 1, 2017, MPI BC Chapter’s Immediate Past President, Natalie Wilson, CMP CMM
became BC’s regional board member on the MPI Foundation Canadian Council. We sat down
and spoke with Natalie about her new role and what’s in store for MPI members.

What motivated you to step up and represent the Foundation?
I follow in the footsteps of my dear friend, Fiona Marshall-White, who recently lost her battle
with ALS to both honour her legacy to give back to the Foundation.
The Foundation does so many wonderful things for our community, for our MPI members and
prospective members. It’s important to me that we help share information about the
Foundation and how it is helping shape our industry, and to also let people know there are
hundreds of grants and scholarships available to take advantage of.

What’s available for members and local industry professionals who want to
get involved with MPI?
What surprised me the most is how few people are taking advantage of this funding for
conferences, professional development, membership, etc… So often, I’ll meet an industry
professional who so desperately wants to become a member, but they may not yet sit in a
position at work which supports a paid membership. The MPI Foundation has memberships
available every month for people to apply for. There are also paid scholarships for MPI’s World
Education Congress and other such programs. I encourage those that are interested in
developing their careers and their networks to look into these opportunities. All the
information is available online, and often takes just a few minutes to apply.

How have you recently seen the MPI Foundation give back
to the MPI BC Chapter?

Twice a year, Chapters across Canada can apply for what we refer to as Chapter Grants
provided by the MPI Foundation in partnership with different organizations. This year, the MPI
BC Chapter was awarded two Chapter Grants. At Global Meetings Industry Day on April 6,
2017, the MPI BC Chapter used it’s Disney Institute Chapter Grant to help host a phenomenal
morning of training. Disney’s training programs are highly rated, and they did not disappoint!
The MPI BC Chapter was able to provide professional development for close to 200
participants, learning about employee engagement and brand experience. The takeaways
from the morning were hugely valuable and could be taken back to the office and applied to
recruitment, event architecture and marketing teams across our industry.
EXPLORER
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How can businesses and individuals get involved and give back to their industry?
The MPI Foundation is made possible by the generous donations and partnerships forged with
organizations, businesses and individuals both within and outside of the meetings and events
community. We are able to work with these stakeholders to help them align their business
objectives, purpose and/or philanthropy with MPI Foundation offerings. MPI will be hosting
Rendezvous at Incentive Works, formerly Canada Rocks, on August 21 in Toronto. Join us for an
evening of live music, silent auctions, and a VIP reception.

What is in store for MPI Members?
In May 2017, the MPI BC Chapter will be using the MPI Foundation in partnership with
FMAV’s grant to offer Event Canvas training. Ruud Janssen and Roel Frissen, from the
Netherlands, first launched the Event Canvas methodology at WEC in Minneapolis as a
strategic management template for rethinking events and conference models. The Canvas
model essentially works off of an illustrative model and uses creativity and innovative
approaches to help organizations align their program objectives.

Congratulations, Natalie!
For more information on the MPI Foundation,
please visit our website HERE!
If you’re interested in sponsoring an MPI Foundation
scholarship or grant, and would like more information, please
reach out to Natalie Wilson!

nwilson@phn.com
EXPLORER
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40 UNDER 40
Shannnon DeSouza and Alexis Kereluk
HONOUREES named
Connect Corporate's 40 Under 40
Honourees!

MPI BC Chapter is delighted to announce 2 members of our chapter, Shannon DeSouza and
Alexis Kereluk named two of Connect Corporates 2017 40 Under 40 honourees. The award
recognizes the Meeting Architects who are ambitious in creating an exciting future for
corporate meetings and events.
Connect reviews submissions from colleagues and peers and searches for the nominees who
meet the criteria of expanding the future for corporate meetings and events.

SHANNON DESOUZA, MBET
Shannon is ambitious in growing the
industry by introducing event
technology at conferences across the
world. Devoted to simplifying event
management and improving even
metrics, Shannon presents Attendease
the event automation platform across
the world, combining her passion of
events and technology.
Shannon mentions in the 40 under 40 interview that she is excited to be a part of a new feature
release for Attendease this spring, she hints that event management is about to be greatly
improved!
What I do: I get to educate the industry about event technology through presenting at
conferences all over the world, and showcase how event profs can simplify event management
by utilizing the Attendease event automation platform.
How I got here: It was kismet! I started in this industry as a social events entrepreneur 10 years
ago as a side hustle, all while keeping my day job working for some of the largest tech firms in
the world. About four years ago, I was looking for my next challenge when I stumbled upon an
event app company. I knew event tech was where I was supposed to be—it combines my
passions for events and technology.
EXPLORER
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My greatest career accomplishment: To date, my greatest achievement is completing my
masters in business, entrepreneurship and technology from University of Waterloo in 2010. I
rely on this education daily to add real business insight and value to the meetings industry.

ALEXIS KERELUK
Alexis is a partner of ConnectSeven
Group specializing in strategy and
research for socio-economic
organizations and tourism. Alexis has
developed an account management
process that helps meet specific
objectives of clients and determine
potential opportunities in the
industry.
Alexis shares that she is currently working on two projects she is very passionate for one of
which will help celebrate Canada’s 150th Anniversary by bringing leaders of social change
together, and another which will further develop a tourism product in Atlantic Canada.
What I do: I am a partner in ConnectSeven Group, a new age, unconventional firm focusing on
regional and national development. We provide event management, research, strategies, and
consulting for tourism and socio-economic organizations. I am in charge of strategy and
research for all of our clients. Every event we do starts with a foundation built on strategic
research; best practices; trends in tourism, meetings and our client’s specific industry; and
thorough stakeholder collaboration through surveys and interviews.
How I got here: My career path took me from event promotions to hotels through the
Vancouver 2010 Olympics, when I finally discovered meetings and conferences. It was through
the next five years when I started to realize meetings and events were a lot less about a fancy
pillow to sleep on and much more about economic and global development. This realization
resparked my passion for the industry and drove me toward destination consulting where I
could lead projects that worked to enhance MICE and leisure tourism globally. Being a partner
in an organization finally came to fruition after attending PCMA 2016 where I ran into an old
colleague who was focusing on events related to tourism and economic development.

Click HERE to see all 40
under 40 Honourees!
EXPLORER
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ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING 2016/2017

Report from the President and President Elect

The 2016/17-year has been one of transition and developing a format for future success as a
Meetings and Events Industry Association Chapter in British Columbia. This is the first year of
our new board size and I must say that the new structure is working well. Communication has
been enhanced and the results are measurable. I want to make sure to thank those on the
MPI BC Chapter leadership who have set us up for such success. In particulate it was under
Natalie Wilson’s leadership that a review of the board make up was conducted and the new
board structure implemented. A great job.
While the summer was slow in terms of MPI events, the new board was busy planning for
several events that we knew our industry wanted. The first sold success of the year was the
September Schmooze. It was a well attended event held at the Marriott Vancouver Pinnacle
hotel. There was a lot of networking as well as this event served as a great kick-off to the back
to work time frame for many. The following events have all been educational, fun, and great
networking opportunities. All Things we as an industry need. People do business with people
they know and like; MPI’s events give us a chance to meet our industry partners.
Other successful industry events have included events in Victoria, downtown Vancouver
lunch & learn, and a joint holiday party with I.L.E.A. The positive feedback from all who have
attended has been impressive.

EXPLORER
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One of the other big changes of this year is the hiring of an Administrator. We have hired
Spets Association Management to help our board function in a more consistent way. In July
2016 we looked for an Association Management company who would be the right fit for our
needs. Spets is owned and operated by Aila Karpio who is a past MPI – BC Chapter President
as well as a big MPI supporter. Working for her and handling our Association Management
needs is Patricia Tait, also not new to our industry. Well, the results have been better than we
had hoped for. Both Aila and Patricia are committed to helping our industry grow and our
members get what they need from their Association. Please do reach out to either of them
should you have any questions or need. If they cannot assist, they will know who can.
As we move into the later half of this year we are eager to share with you the many events
that are geared to promote industry knowledge while enabling you to meet others in our
business. The future is indeed bright.
Our Nominating Committee has been working hard to determine just who will be on the
board in the future years. There is great interest from those in our industry who are eager to
give back. Should you want to get involved in a committee with MPI locally, please do let any
of us on the board know.
To all of our existing members and to all those we hope to see as future members, we
sincerely thank you all for your dedication to this rich, global meetings and events community
through your continued attendance of our events, your continued feedback and your shared
passion for this amazing industry.

Respectfully Submitted by :
Mark Andrew, President
Amy Ballard, President Elect

EXPLORER
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Report from the Vice President of Communications
Our job is to inform and inspire our members and readers with relevant and timely news.
Much of our communications is focused on promoting the excellent education and
networking events planned by the MPI Education team. We also report on industry news and
MPI Member success stories.
E-Newsletter
Kelsey has done an amazing job stepping in as Editor-in-Chief to drive the new launch of the
"MPI BC Explorer" Newsletter, now produced once a month. The newsletter now has more of a
magazine style in regards to content and design. Newsletters are now pushed out through eblasts, social and are archived on the website.
Website
From the initial launch of the website from last spring we are continuing to evolve the content,
opportunities for sponsorship and will be producing our very first blog! If you have an interest
in contributing articles please contact communications@mpibcchapter.com
Social Media
Alina and Maria have done a fantastic job achieving continuous engagement for our members
and non members through all of our social media channels (Linkedin, Facebook, Twitter), we
have now created a daily editorial calendar complete with exciting themes. Additionally, we
have recently launched Instagram for our chapter and would encourage everyone connect
with us to keep up with the latest chapter and industry news.
External Communications
We are continuing to focus on elevating the MPI BC Chapter brand to all our media outlets.
Recently our co-hosted Holiday Party with ILEA "It's a Wonderful Life" was published in the
Canadian Special Events Magazine!

Respectfully Submitted
by: Shannon DeSouza

Read the recap of this
wonderful event!
EXPLORER
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Report from the Vice President of Education
The Education and Special Events Team has worked hard to create an education plan that is:
Engaging, Relevant and Responsive to the needs of membership. One of our key goals has
been to build on the momentum of the highly successful and well attended June 2016 YearEnd Gala and start the MPI 2016/2017 season off with continued high event attendance. Our
September Schmooze which kicked off the season with a trade-show and networking
component saw an attendance increase of almost 70% over last year. Venue location, event
promotion as well as opportunities for members and sponsors to be engaged with the event
were part of the strategy and played a huge role in the event’s success.
Joining forces with ILEA for our holiday event proved successful (200+ attendees) as we were
able to showcase sponsors products and services, increase industry connectivity, and present
opportunities for suppliers and members to connect in a meaningful way.
Another key strategy in building event attendance has been the implementation of 18month calendar. Setting firm dates, posting them on our website events calendar and
ensuring venues are secured well in advance with our sponsors ensures that MPI Chapter
Events are top of mind and part of the planning for members’ business travel and
professional development planning.
The second half of the season will include more Chapter Series Learning Events aimed to
provide relevant educational topics, increased networking and business opportunities for
suppliers and planners as well as the celebration of Global Meetings Industry Day in April.
Naturally the year will wrap up with our June Gala that will be designed to recognize our
Chapter and Industry successes in style!
The Education & Events Team is highly motivated to continue bringing events of high
educational quality and special events that present our membership with opportunities for
business networking.

Respectfully Submitted
by : Heidi Hughes

Read the recap of this
wonderful event!
EXPLORER
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Report from the Vice President of Membership
The function of our Membership portfolio is to recruit, engage, renew and foster future
development opportunities within our Chapter for succession planning. Our team consists of
the VP – Madone Pelan, also currently overseeing recruitment, Engagement Volunteer –
Stephanie Allan who engages with current members for membership renewals, New
Member On-boarding – Trista Zamany who connects with all new members to welcome
them to the chapter, send them an on-boarding survey so we may showcase them and
identify any opportunities for them to get involved. In addition, we have three standby
volunteers who wish to be brought on for task specific activities, rather than monthly. This is
Karyn Doerksen, Courtney Haddix and Leasa Kennedy.
Despite not having a chair of recruitment we have seen a solid growth of 60 new members
year to date, of which some growth may be attributed to our member drive that coincided
with the Travel trade-show once again. MPI BC Chapter and Membership had great presence
and garnered much interest.
We continue to struggle with member renewals from Vancouver Island based members and
students transitioning out of school. To counter this attrition we will focus on a February
delinquent and expired membership campaign aimed to win back lost members.
Trista has done a wonderful job so far onboarding new members and growing one of our key
initiative this year, in hopes to engage members early and get them involved so our future
retention numbers grow stronger. New Member spotlights or showcases will continue to
fortify these efforts.
Adding further to our on boarding targets we hope to hold a new member mingle half an
hour prior to one of our next events and will reach out to all members less than year with the
chapter to invite them to take part, engaging them in person.
Our Annual Membership Engagement Survey will be sent out by Global very soon and we are
in the process of putting together our task force to initiate follow up calls and ensure yet
another high response rate this year.

Respectfully Submitted
by
Read the recap of
this: Madone Pelan
wonderful event!
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Report from the VP of Partnerships, Sponsorship & Advertisement
On behalf of the Sponsorship and Advertising team of MPI BC Chapter I am proud to submit a
mid-year report for the 2016 AGM package.
My team and I had big shoes to fill however I feel we have overachieved in making our
portfolio a successful one. We signed all last year’s Chapter sponsors for another year and
added two more annual sponsors. We added a print company who was able to reproduce a
new exhibit banner we can use for trade-show since our other one was out dated and
broken. We were also able to produce all of the VP’s business cards so VP’s can use them
when they are networking at events.
Website is up and running and we were successful in having one Resort come on abroad to
advertise on our website. We also had one nonmember advertise a job posting on our
website. Sponsorship and advertising team we able to secure all of our venues all the way up
to our up to May. We had all of our dates and venues listed on our website which has helped
in our attendance for events. We have also secured door prizes for our events so we are not
scrambling for them last minute. I feel our communication is more streamlined and we are all
focused and respectful of everyone’s time.

Respectfully Submitted
by: Danny Lidder

Thank you to the amazing board of MPI British
Columbia for your dedication to making this
chapter inspiring for all members!
EXPLORER
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CANADIAN COUNCIL
MEMBERS
Council members are appointed by the MPI Foundation Global Board of Trustees and
will serve two-year terms. The councils will assist with fundraising initiatives and lead
various activities to support the purpose and mission of the foundation. Council
selections are effective January 1, 2017, for the term of January 1 through December 31,
2017.

Chair: Trevor Lui, Director of Operations and Sustainability, The
International Centre, Toronto, Canada
Jennifer Holly, Managing Director, resiada Inc., Ottawa, Canada
Karen Kitchen, Business Development Manager, Hotels Red Deer,
Alberta, Canada
Robin Paisley, Managing Director, Meetings + Incentive Travel, Toronto,
Canada
Nadine Poirier, Sales Manager, RCR Hospitality Group, Halifax, Canada
Les Selby, CMP, CMM, Director, Meetings & Events, Aimia, Toronto,
Canada
Altaf Solvani, MBA, Academic Chair – School of Hospitality & Tourism,
Algonquin College, Ottawa, Canada
Scott Tomlinson, Vice President, Operations, PSAV Canada, Toronto,
Canada
Natalie Wilson, Manager, Corporate Events, RBC Global Asset
Management, Vancouver, Canada

EXPLORER
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UPCOMING
EVENTS

World Education Conference
June 19-22 2017
Las Vegas

EDUCATION THAT WILL TRANSFORM YOU FROM
MEETING PLANNER TO EXPERIENCE DESIGNER

People attend meetings because they
have to. People have experiences
because they want to. At #WEC17 you'll
learn how to produce unique,
memorable experiences that capture
the imaginations of diverse, multigenerational audiences and rally them
to connect, learn and interact. You'll
also stay current on the issues that
matter, from security and crisis
management to the latest engagement
techniques that foster learning like
never before.

Register HERE!

Click HERE to find out more
about getting your brand in the
spotlight!
EXPLORER
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WEC can help build lasting relationships
between your brand and the planners who need
it most. There are hundreds of sponsor
opportunities available, from education sessions
and certificate programs to networking events
and awards ceremonies, and all can be tailored
to fit any budget, goal or message. Get your
brand in front of the industry’s best at WEC 2017!

APRIL 2017

STUDENTS IN
TRANSITION PROGRAM
Grow incrementally from your current student membership rate
to the full membership rate over a period of three years !

Graduating Student Members: This special plan is to
allow you to grow incrementally from your current
student membership rate to the full membership rate
over a period of three years. We understand the
relationships you build and the knowledge you gain as
you enter the meeting and event industry are critical for
your success, and we want to be there for you.
If you have recently graduated and your MPI student
membership is about to expire, you can take advantage
of this special program.

Learn more HERE!
EXPLORER
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ADVERTISING &
SPONSORSHIP

Click here to learn more about becoming a Sponsor!

The community of Meeting Professionals International (MPI) is the largest, most vibrant single
audience of meeting and event professionals in the world. With 18,500 members across the
globe, the MPI community offers a world of opportunity to make your brand voice heard.
The MPI BC Chapter community is 200+ member strong and comprised of powerful decisionmakers in the meeting industry with buying power of $133 million. We have the following
advertising and sponsorship opportunities available. We invite you to take advantage of
getting your brand connected to our vibrant community.
For more information on advertising and sponsorship opportunities, please contact Danny
Lidder, VP of Advertising and Sponsorship at partnerships@mpibcchpater.com

EXPLORER
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FOLLOW MPI
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Make sure to follow MPI British Columbia Chapter on social media! Find out
about all of our amazing events, keep up with industry trends, and get the scoop
on exciting chapter news!

Visit our Facebook Page HERE!
Visit our Linkedin Profile HERE!
Visit our Twitter Page HERE!
Visit our Instagram HERE!
Got feedback for our social media and newsletter?
Email communications@mpibcchapter.com

EXPLORER
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MPI SCHOLARSHIPS
AND GRANTS

It's the mission of the MPI Foundation to fund education and panindustry research that drives the success of meeting professionals.
This happens most directly through scholarships to MPI members.

Membership Scholarships
Available for new MPI members.
Covers the cost of a Preferred MPI membership for one
year.

Professional Development Scholarships
Only available to current MPI members in good standing.
Funding available towards all MPI Academy courses
(including CMM, HMCC, Experiential Event Series, Meetings
Essentials, Basics Boot Camp, and more!)

Conference Scholarships
Only available to current MPI members in good standing.
Conferences available for funding each year include: WEC,
EMEC, IMEX America and IMEX Frankfurt.

Read more about these great
opportunities HERE!

EXPLORER
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2017 CANADIAN EVENT
INDUSTRY AWARDS

ILEA Vancouver Chapter and The MPI BC Chapter win Best
Event Produced by an Association, Board or Committee!

We are thrilled to announce that the ILEA Vancouver Chapter and the MPI BC Chapter were
awarded Best Event Produced by an Association, Board or Committee for “It’s a Wonderful
Life: The ILEA Vancouver and MPI BC Chapter Holiday Event” at the 2017 Canadian Event
Industry Awards Gala Dinner & Celebration on March 30, in Toronto, at the Paramount Event
Space.
All entries were judged by an esteemed panel of experts who represent a diverse cross
section of the industry and offer a breadth of knowledge on the critical elements needed to
create successful events. The Canadian Event Industry Awards are one of the most rigorous
and challenging award competitions in the world for event professionals. The judging is a 4stage process including pre-screening to eliminate non-qualified entries, a first round analysis
to determine shortlists, an in depth evaluation where the entry is critically examined in detail
for its caliber and merit and a final judging to elect the winners. To win a CEIA, is an absolute
true measure of excellence.
We would like to sincerely thank our Production team, Heather Sharpe (Sherpa Group
Events), Alex Bickers (SW Audio + Visual / Showtime Event & Display), Robert Porter (Elizabeth
Stanley Event Design) Gemma Scott (GO 2 Productions), Mark Happeney (Showkraft), and
Steve Matthews (Innovation Lighting).
In addition, this event couldn’t have happened without the generous contribution of our
sponsors: Semiahmoo Resort, Golf and Spa, Edgeceptional Catering, Culinary Capers,
Railtown Catering, Anvil Centre operated by Truffles, Summerhill Winery, The Four Seasons
Hotel Vancouver, The Rocky Mountaineer Station, PSAV, Hollynorth, Stretch Tents, Printbook,
Pedersen’s Rentals, Vancouver Trolley Company, Greenscape Design and Décor, Loungeworks,
Chair Décor, Christopher J Design, Airwaves Music, Brian Dennehy Photography, Jon
Benjamin Photography, FMAV, Engagement Unlimited, BC Event Management, VanHattan
Entertainment, Klix by Pixmob and Nasco Staffing Solutions.
Congratulations to both Chapters!

EXPLORER
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See all Canadian Event
Industry Awards HERE!
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NEW MEMBER
SPOTLIGHT
I have been working for Boston Pizza International in
some capacity since the tender age of 17 years old,
starting out as a server at the corporate training
restaurant, and now at the corporate office planning
special events and conferences for the past 9 years. I
continue to enjoy my role as an evet planner and I look
forward to learning more about the industry and the
different resources available to me so I can keep my
events fun through fresh ideas and unique experiences.
Outside of work, I am a mother to a 6 year old little boy
named Hunter. We love camping and spending as
much time in the great outdoors as possible. Being in a
forest, near a lake or on a mountain is our favorite place
to be! Painting, leisure sports such as golf, bocce and
baseball as well as card games such as poker and
cribbage are also passions of mine.

How did you hear about MPI?
Tauna Eden

Why did you join?

MEGAN RICHARDS
BOSTON PIZZA
INTERNATIONAL

Fill out the new member
questionnaire to be featured in our
newsletter!

For networking and educational opportunities

What are you hoping to gain from being a MPI member?
I would like to gain some new peer contacts within the event planning
community to share information with and hopefully utilize some of the
educational resources MPI has to offer.

EXPLORER
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GLOBAL MEETINGS
INDUSTRY DAY 2017

Alina Doaga

On April 6th, MPI British Columbia Chapter was delighted to host a local event in partnership
with ILEA Vancouver Chapter and PCMA Canada West in celebration of the second annual
Global Meetings Industry Day (GMID) at Fairmont Hotel Vancouver. Events were held on this
day all around the world in a collective goal to recognize the impact of meetings and events
as an industry. It has been 21 years since Canada began celebrating National Meetings
Industry day, and being the grassroots for this program inspired Canadians event
professionals to come together, collaborate and bring forth a globally-recognized day to
celebrate the positive impact that our industry has on the economic and social makeup of the
world.

Our GMID event was an amazing opportunity for world-class education access, as we were also
joined by Dee Byrnes from the Disney Institute to discuss Disney’s view on employee
engagement and team experiences. Our Chapter’s event was possible through the generous
grant awarded to us by the MPI Foundation. This organization awards grants and scholarships
to both Chapters and individual MPI members, and well as creates partnerships with
organizations like the Disney Institute. These opportunities for education and experience has
been invaluable to members, as they are able to take these lessons into their own businesses
and networks.

EXPLORER
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Dee Byrnes, with infectious passion and energy, spoke about the Disney brand, and how
customer service, world-renowned training, and a little bit of Disney magic is what makes
their organization so successful. Some great takeaways from her engaging keynote included
the importance of brand consistency, encouraging employees to take pride in their
involvement in a brand, and how each touchpoint and person within an organization can
shape and maintain a client relationship, no matter what the interaction may be. We are so
thankful to our partners, sponsors, the MPI Foundation, the Disney Institute, and the
wonderful team that came together to bring this event to life. The opportunity to bring
together so many dedicated and passionate individuals is exactly what GMID is about, and we
look forward to next year and everything we achieve in 2017!

What we look forward to:
The MPI Foundation has grants and scholarships
available for both Chapters and Individuals MPI
members. There are so many chances to gain
funding, attendance to conferences and events, and
student scholarships/professional development as
well. For more information, visit
http://www.mpiweb.org/foundation/grants-andscholarships for full details and apply soon!
May 18th at Pinnacle Hotel Harbourfront, MPI BC Chapter is hosting Event Canvas, a new
learning series, stay tuned for more details!
Join us at WEC 2017 on June 18th-22nd in Las Vegas for an amazing week of workshops,
networking and learning with professionals from all over the world.
Rendezvous and Incentive Works 2017 is taking place August 21st in Toronto. This exciting
summer fundraiser and conference for the MPI Foundation supports its goals to deliver
opportunities for professional development, funding, and unforgettable experiences for MPI
members.

EXPLORER
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HEATHER
SHARPE Top 50 Smart Women in Meetings honouree!
MPI BC Chapter is thrilled to announce Heather Sharpe
for being recognized as one of Smart Meetings Top 50
Smart Women in Meetings honouree in the
Entrepreneur category for 2017. The Top 50 Smart
Women are selected from hundreds of nominations.
Each of the 50 women named holds significant
positions in the events and meetings industry and have
excelled in their profession.
Heather is an Event Producer for Sherpa Group Events
Inc located in Vancouver, British Columbia. Heather’s
love for her job comes from being able to combine both
her creative and logistical sides while event managing.
Heather’s passion for event management coupled with
her positive attitude are both things she credits to her
success in the industry.
What I love about my job: Event management gives me the opportunity to balance the joy of
the creative process with the satisfaction of executing the logistical and detailed aspects of the
profession. I love joining together with a team for that onsite experience of “the show must go
on” and overcoming challenges as they arise.
Keys to my success: My success comes from maintaining a positive, passionate attitude and
loving what I do. This industry isn’t for everyone, and if you aren’t loving what you are doing, it
shows.
Best work trick I’ve learned: It’s important to create reliable processes and procedures for
collaboration and organization that will not fail you when you get busy, and focus on clear and
timely communication with your team—use emerging technology systems to support both.

Click HERE to see all Smart
Women in Meetings!
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THE BEST WAY
TO PREDICT
THE FUTURE

IS TO
CREATE IT
EXPLORER
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